
MEMORANDUM TO: The Soard of Directors
~`

FROM: Doreen R. Eberley l ~~~
Director, Division o 'sk Mara ement Su rvision

SUBJECT: Final Rule:
Minimum Requirements for Abpraisal Management Comuanies

Summary of Staff Recommendation

Staff recommends that the Board of Directors (Board) of the Federal Deposit Izzstuance Corporation
(FDIC) approve the attached Final Rule entitled Minimum Requz~efnents fog Appraisal Management
Companies (FR) and authorize publication of the FR in the Federal Regzster^. The FR would be
issued jointly by the FDIC, the Office of the Comptxollex of the Currency (OCC), the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB), the National Credit Union. Administration
(NCUA), the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, and the Federal Housing Finance Agency
(collectively, the Agencies).

The FR implements minimum. xequzrements for State registration and supervision of appraisal
management companies (AMCs), as set forth in section 1473 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumeter Protection Act (DFA). The FR also implements fhe requirement in section
1473 for States to report information to the Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC) of the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) for the ASC to administer the new national registry of
AMCs. The FR will also make technical changes to the FDIC's Rules and Regulations to eliminate
redundancy by integrating FDIC supervised State savings associations, streamlining FDIC rules,
and rescinding the formex Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) appraisal rule located at Part 390,
Subpart X.

Background

Section 1473 of the DFA added a new section 1124 to Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform,
Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) that established minimum requirements to be
applied in the registration anal supervision of AMCs. The statute and pxoposed rule set forth the
minimum requirements that a participating State must follow in having an agency register and
supervise AMCs, which ~rould pertx~it an AMC to provide appraisal management services in
connection with Federally related transactions ~vzthin the State.

Section 1473 of the DFA also created a new national registry of AMCs (AMC National Registry) to
ba administered by the ASC and requires participating States to report AMC registration
information to the ASC to support the AMC National Registry. The .AMC National Registry will
include AMCs that ara either: (1) registered with and subject to supervision by a State appraiser
certifying and licensing agency; or (2) subsidiaries owned and controlled by insured depository
institutions and xegulated by a Federal financial institution regulatory agency. Cuxxently, no FDIC-
supervisedinstitutions oven AMCs that meet this definition.
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Under section 112 of Title XI, the Agencies are directed to establish, by rule, minimum
xequiraments to ba unposed by a participating State agency on AM~s doing business in that State.
The minimum requirements will apply to any entity that meets the definition of an AMC,

.Effective Date; Pa~~ticipa~ing States wiU have 36 xn~onths from tha time the Agencies issue the final
AMC zu~es to setup AMC registration and supervision systems cox~szstent vc~ith the SR's minimum
standards. The ASC, with F~'ZEC appxoval, xaay extend the deadline for participating. States to
establish an AMC registration and supervision system for 12 months, if it makes a finding fleet a
participating State has made substantial progress tovvaxd implementation of such a system, The rule
does z~ot exp~icztly xequire a State to establish an AMC registration. and supervision program.
Hovc~ever, after the effective date, no entity meeting the de~mition of an AMC may provide appraisal
management services in. connection with a Federally related transaction in a Stafie that bas elected
r~o~ to pa~rCicipate or in a participating State mat has not implemented a compliant .A_MC registration
and supervision system. Federally regulated AMCs must cozuply vv~th the minimum requirements
no latex tJ~an 12 months ~xom the effective dafie of the FR.

In addition to these changes, Title ITI of the DFA transferred the dowers, duties, and functions
formerly performed by the OTS, the federal entity prev~iouslq :responsible for the supervzsioaz of
savings associations and their holding companies, to: the FDIC, as to Mate savings associations; the
OCC, as to ~edexal savings associations; and the FRB, as to sa~v~i~gs ar~d loam holding coanpa~ies.
'Tbe OTS was abolished on October 19, 2011. On June 14, 2011, the FDIC's Bo~.rd approved the
reissuance and re-designation of certain transfei~ed regulations of the ~orm.er OTS applicable to
State savings associations through an interim final rule. ~'.DTC staff xecoz~nmends tJ~at the ~t~ransfexred
OTS appraisal rule located at dart 390, Subpart X, be xemaved and xescin~e~.

Summary of the NPR

Per the statutory definition, an AMC ks a an external third-party that oversees a netwoxlc or panel of
wore than 15 cel~ti~ied or licensed appraisers in a State or 25 or more nationally tivithin a given year
that provides certain appraisal management services in connection to valuing a consumer's principal
dwelling seettring a consuanax cxedit transaction. The notice of proposed rulemal~ing (NPR)
xequa~ced a~. A.MCs to xegister with the State, except fog a ~aderally xe~ated AMC, ~vrhich is an
AMC owned and controlled by an inswred ~dapositoxy ia~st~iutiaa~ ANA regulated by a Federal
ba~~lcing regulator.

The NPR also required each state electing to register AMCs to:

• Establish and maintain an AMC licensing program with t11e legal autl~oxity aa~c~ mechanisnns ta:

(1) Review and approve ox deny an AMC's applicafaon.:Fox ixx~ittial~xeg~stratzo~.;

(2) Review and renew or review and deny an AMC's xegis~ration pexxodzcally;

(3) Examine flee boobs ar~.d ~ecaxds a~ an .AMC operai:ing in the State and require the AMC to
submit reports, inf'ormatian, and documents;

(4) Verify that only licensed or certified appraisers are used far Federally related transactions;
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(S) Conduct investigations of AMCs to assess potential violations of applicable appraisal-
relatedlaws, regulations, or orders;

(6) Discipline, suspend, terminate, or deny renewal of the registration of an AMC that violates
applicable appraisal-related laws, regulations, or orders; and

(7) Report an AMC's violation of applicable appraisal-related laws, regulations, or orders, as
well as disciplinary and enforcement actions and other relevant information about an AMC's
operations, to the Appraisal Subcoxnxnittee.

• Impose requirements on AMCs to:

(1) Register with and be subject to supez~v~iszon by tha State appraiser certifying and licensing
agency;

{2) Engage onlp State-certified or State-licensed appraisers fox Federally related transactions in
conformity with any Federally related transaction regulations;

(3) Establish and comply with processes and controls reasonably designed to ensure that the
AMC, in engaging an appraiser, selects an appraiser who is independent of the transaction
and who has the requisite education, expertise, and experience necessary to competently
complete the appraisal assignment for the particular marl~et and property type;

(~) Direct the appraiser to perform the assignment in accordance with Uniform Standards of
Professional Appzaisal Practice (USPAP); and

(S) Establish and comply with processes and controls r-easonably designed to ensure that the
AMC conducts its appraisal management services in accordance with the requirements of
section 129E(a)-(i) of the Truth in Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1639e(a)-(i}, and regulations
thereunder.

Federally regulated AMCs must comply with items (2) through (5) above. The NPR noted that the
AMC minimum standards do not affect the responsibility of banks, Federal savings associations,
State savings associations, bank holding companies, and credit unions to comply with applicable
regulations and guidance concerning appraisals.

Key Definitions

The NPR proposed to define a number of terms for purposes of implementing the requirements of
section 1473. Some of the more important terms to be defined included "appraisal management
company," "appraisal ~ananagement services," "appraiser panel," and "secondary mortgage market
participant." The NPR would have applied only to AMCs providing appraisal management sexvices
related to a covered transaction.

One request for comment in the NPR related to the definition of an "appraisal panel." The majority
of States that have adopted AMC registration laws (ox that have proposed such laws) considered axz
"appraisal panel" to include only independent contractors, which reflects the model AMC code



da~veloped by a fade assoaiatzon fox appxaisexs. Howevex, a nr~odel code developed by a trade
assooiation for A1VICs and adopted by a minority of States defied "appxaiser panel" more broadly
to also zt~cluda entities that perform appraisals dixectlq using them employees or partner as opposed
to AMCs that hire inde~~ndea~t contractors and provide appxaisa]. management sexvicas. It was the
Agenczes' opinion that Section 129E of TZLA, as added by the DFA, di~exentates between AMCs
anal appxaisal fi1rns, as xt defines a fea appraiser, in part, as an organization that, in ~e ordinary
course of business, employs State-licensed ox State-certified appraisers to pexform ap~araisals,
receives a fee for perfox7ming appraisaxs, and is ~.ot a companp subject to the req~cxirements of section
1124 of ~~I.ZREA (is not an AMC).

It also eras the Agencias' apaauon, as set forth ix~ tha NPR, that an appraisal :hum made: up of
appraisers who are employees or paxt~ers o£the firm should not be treated as an AMC because of
the differences in flee business models of AMCs~and a~pxaisal firms. This diffex~nce is reflected in
the de~ivaitio~. of "appraisal management services" in section 1473, which focuses on administrative
tasks related to appraisals that AMCs provide to third parties. In addition, section 112 uses ~kha
term "Appraisal Mazaagement Company," which is generally understood to xe£ex to an entity that
pex£o~rns appraisal management~services by regaining appraisers as independent contractors.

The Agenczes requested comment on the distinction drawn between empJ.oyees and independent
contractors as a basis for excluding appraisal firms from the defini~ian of an AMC. The Agencies
also proposed that a "hybrid" entity, which bofih hares appraisers as emplo~aes to pex~orm appraisals

and engages independent contractors to perform appraisals, be heated as an AMC if it overseas
more than 15 State-cert~ied ox State~licensed appraisers in a State nr 25 or snore Stafe-certified or
Sta~e~licensed appraisers in two or more States within a given year {tha numerical test).

Minimu~a AMC Requ~Nernents and Xmplementation Issues

The N~'R. provided parameters for determining v~rhether, within a given year, an AMC meets the
numerical test, The NPR also defined inuli2num rec~~irements for Sfata registration and supervision
of AMCs and Federally regulated A1VrCs (an .A.MC that is a subsidiary owned and canirolled by a
financial institution and regulated by a :Federal financial institution regulatory agency), In addition,
the NPR proposed to i~np~e~zent the section 1473 requixernant to astablish repoi~ing requirements to
the ASC for States that establish AMC registration and supervision systems.

Xntegration of OTSApp~aisal Rules with FDIC's Part 323

The FDIC proposed tl~e rescission and removal of 12 C,F.R. dart 390, Subpart X of the farmer OTS

rules entitlad Ap~Naisals. The proposed rescission. o:f Part 390, Subpart X carnplates the FDIC's
revie~nv of Phis su~parti of the OTS rules fox rescission, amendment, or adoptio~z. This subpar was
included in the regulations that were t~ansfexxed to the FDIC £iroa~ the OTS an July 21, 2011, in
connection with the abolition of the OTS puxsuaaxt to Title uZ of the DFA. The require naex~ts for
Stata savings associations in the former OTS ~tle are substanti~rely the wane as the requirements for
State nonrnexn~be;r banits. Upon removal of Paid 390, Subpart X, the appraisal regulations applicable
to alI insr~ed depository institutions fox which the FDIC has been designated tha appropriate
supe~tvisory Federal banlring agency (including State savings associations) will be found iu Part 323
of the FDIC Rulas and Regulations.
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Summary of the Final Rule

The agencies collectively received 255 comment letters, with 88 unique comments. The FR is
substantially the same as the NPR except for the following revisions.

Independent Cont~actoN Definition

In response to the comments received, the FR revises the standard for determining whether an
appraiser is an independent contractor based on whether the appraiser is treated as an independent
contactor by the AMC for federal income Taxation purposes.

AMC/Appr^aisal Firm Distinction

As proposed in the NPR, the FR distinguishes between AMCs and appraisal farms based on their
respective use of fee appraisers and employees. In addition to the statutory definition of Fee
appraiser in Section 129E of TILA, other differences between AMCs and appraisal firms are cited
in the FR's preamble to support the distinction. The FR. notes that relevant DFA statutory language
specifically addresses AMCs, but conversely does not mention appraisal firms. Moxeover, while an
AMC provides appraisal management services, that is, all services in connection with an appraisal
with the exception of pex~o~ning the actual appraisal itself, an appraisal firm will itself perform an
appraisal through the use of an employee.

Further, while AMCs were not subject to regulatory oversight prior to enactrzaent of the DFA,
appraisal firms were already subject to supervision via the State cxedentialing process and
application of the Uniform standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. Each employee appraiser
must pay a registration fee to the State or States where that appraiser practices. An AMC will only
become subject to a registration fee requirement once State registration and supervision regulations
become effective pursuant to the DFA. As proposed in the NPR, the FR provides for coverage of
"hybrid" firms, meaning entities that both hire appraisers as employees to perform appraisals and
engage independent contractors to pexforan appraisals. Finally, the FR notes that the majority of
commenters who responded to this issue supported the exclusion of appraisal firms.

AMC Panel Th~eshotd Size

The FR clarifies that the counting of appraisers fox the purpose of determining the panel threshold
size fox an .AMC will be based on the number of appraisers listed on the roster who are potentially
available to perform appraisals and not on the nurnbar of appraisers actually engaged to perform
appraisals. The FR notes that the counting of appraisers for the purpose o£ determining the panel
threshold does not control or affect the counting of appraisers for purposes of payment of the ASC
fee. As such, it is the ASC, and not the Agencies promulgating this rule, that will determine how to
calculate and pay the ASC fee.

TILA CNoss-References Removed From Definitions

The FR removes cross-references to TILA from the definitions section. This was done so States
will not have to update, clarify, or amend State laws as TILA is amended over time, thus reducing
their btuden.
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A.112~C.l~egistr°ation Limits Crc~rified

Tl~e FR clarifies that AMC xegistxa~zon limits for individuals who have had their licenses ~efiisad,
denied, cancelled, sut7endered, or re~roked'do nat apply if a license has beex~ revoked for non-
substantive xeasons or reinstated. Fox example, if an apprraisex has a license revoked due to faire

to pay a fee on. time, but is then xeinstated after paying the fee, the registration luxaits would net
apply.

AMC CNedit Union Service O~^ganizations

The FR clarifies that an. AMC czedit union servzee oxganization is x~ot considexed to be a Federally
regulated AXVIC and therefore would be regulated by the State or States in which it operates. This
interpxetataon is in accord with tl~e NCUA's position on the issue..

T~ctinee Appraisers NotBa~red

TI~e FR clarifies A~.1V:[Cs may engage ap~i~.isexs who use i~ainee appraisers to assist on assigninenis.

Other State Related Issues

The FR specifies that Federally regulated .AMCs will report the znfoxmatzon required fox the AMC
National Registry.dzxec~ly to the States, because every State already has an appraiser certifying an~cl
licensing agency and a process for providing such information to the ASC. The FR. a3so states that a

-State is not barred from. collecting a fee from Federally regulated AMCs to offset fihe cost of
collec~it~g the ASC fee and reporting information. The Agencies added this clarification to address
patei~tial. concerns some commenters raised about an unfunded mandate being imposed on a Mate.

As provided fog by the DMA, ~aarticipating States wi11 have up to three years from fihe FR's effective
date to establish registration aa~d supervisory systems meeting the minimum xequire~e~zts for AMC

registration and supexvasion.

OTS Rules Inte~ation

As proposed in the NPR, the FR rescinds and removes Part 394, Subpart X, thus compXetan~g ~e
FDIC's review of this subparC o~t~e O'Z'S rules, Trader the FR, appraisal regulations applicable to

all insured deposito ry ~nst~tutzons for v~rhich the ~'D~C ]gas been designated the appropriate
supervisory Federal banlziug agency (including Sfate savings associations) wi11 be found in Pax 323
of FDIC Rules and Regulations. Tn xescindang and removing Pant 390, Subpart X, the FDIC wi11
e~ima~zate the ecessaty regulations in accordance with section 2222 of fhe Economic Growth and

Regulataxy Paperwork Reductio~..Act (~.2 U,S,C, § 3311).



Recommendation: Staffrecommends that the Board appxove the attached Resolution to adopt and
authorize for publication in the Federal Register the attached FR.

Concur•

Charles Yi ~K
General Counsel

RMS Contact: Suzy Gardner, Risk Management Supervision (X83640)
Legal Contacts: Maxk Mellon, Counsel (X83884)

Ben Gibbs, Senior Regional Attorney {678-916-2458)

Attachments
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